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 Cytonuclear discordance is commonly observed in phylogenetic studies, yet few studies
have tested whether these patterns reflect incomplete lineage sorting or organellar
introgression.
 Here, we used whole-chloroplast sequence data in combination with over 1000
nuclear single-nucleotide polymorphisms to clarify the extent of cytonuclear discordance
in wild annual sunflowers (Helianthus), and to test alternative explanations for such
discordance.
 Our phylogenetic analyses indicate that cytonuclear discordance is widespread within this
group, both in terms of the relationships among species and among individuals within species.
Simulations of chloroplast evolution show that incomplete lineage sorting cannot explain
these patterns in most cases. Instead, most of the observed discordance is better explained by
cytoplasmic introgression. Molecular tests of evolution further indicate that selection may
have played a role in driving patterns of plastid variation – although additional experimental
work is needed to fully evaluate the importance of selection on organellar variants in different
parts of the geographic range.
 Overall, this study represents one of the most comprehensive tests of the drivers of cytonuclear discordance and highlights the potential for gene flow to lead to extensive organellar
introgression in hybridizing taxa.

Introduction
Characterizing the distribution of genetic diversity within
groups is necessary for clarifying species boundaries, understanding the biogeographic history of species, and assessing
the adaptive potential of populations. In the past, studies have
relied heavily on organellar markers for evaluating phylogenetic relationships. However, mitochondrial and chloroplast
genes often show markedly different phylogenetic patterns
from nuclear markers (i.e. ‘cytonuclear discordance’; Rieseberg
& Soltis, 1991; Funk & Omland, 2003; Toews & Brelsford,
2012). Given the role that mitochondria and chloroplasts play
in key physiological processes, there is increasing interest in
understanding the causes of such cytonuclear discordance
(Sloan et al., 2017), and, in particular, whether selection
shapes patterns of organellar variation (Irwin, 2012; Bock
et al., 2014a; Melo-Ferreira et al., 2014; Consuegra et al.,
2015; Morales et al., 2015).
Several processes can lead to cytonuclear discordance among
closely related taxa. Ancestral polymorphism may result in
incomplete lineage sorting, such that phylogenetic relationships
among organellar markers fail to capture the true history of
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population splitting (Funk & Omland, 2003; Ballard & Whitlock, 2004). Selection may also favour the fixation of different
organellar genomes in different places from standing variation
within species (e.g. Barrett & Schluter, 2007). Alternatively,
cytonuclear discordance may reflect hybridization between
species and cytoplasmic introgression, which may or may not
involve selection (reviewed by Sloan et al., 2017). Isolating the
causes of cytonuclear discordance thus speaks to the relative influence of drift, gene flow, and selection on the maintenance of
organellar variation within and among groups.
Although reports of cytonuclear discordance are common,
few studies have attempted to disentangle the causes such of
discordance. Whole organellar genome sequencing is a useful
starting point in this regard, allowing for full characterization
of organellar variation and estimates of the divergence among
related genomes found in different species (e.g. Huang et al.,
2014; Llopart et al., 2014; Melo-Ferreira et al., 2014; Morales
et al., 2015; Folk et al., 2017). Furthermore, the identification
of organellar variants that putatively affect protein function or
expression speaks to the potential for selection to be acting
on these genomes and shaping their distribution. Here, we
assess whole-genome chloroplast variation across the
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geographic range of annual sunflowers (Helianthus sect.
Helianthus) in order to clarify the extent of cytonuclear discordance in this species complex and to evaluate alternative
explanations for these patterns.
Annual sunflowers in the genus Helianthus are an excellent
system with which to address questions about cytonuclear discordance for a number of reasons. Previous studies have noted
cytonuclear discordance in parts of the range of this group
(Rieseberg et al., 1991a,b; Dorado et al., 1992; Stephens et al.,
2015). Recent divergence and large population sizes (Sambatti
et al., 2012) make incomplete lineage sorting a viable explanation for this discordance. At the same time, hybridization has
shaped the evolutionary history of this group (Rieseberg et al.,
2007; Timme et al., 2007), and thus introgression may also
contribute to observed patterns of discordance. Finally, recent
experimental evidence demonstrating local adaptation of cytoplasmic genes in two species (Sambatti et al., 2008) raises
questions as to whether selection has more broadly shaped the
distribution of organellar variation in this system.
To clarify the extent of cytonuclear discordance in this system
and to evaluate the processes shaping these patterns, we
sequenced whole chloroplast genomes from all wild annual sunflowers. Using these sequences along with a nuclear singlenucleotide polymorphism (SNP) dataset, we asked: To what
extent are phylogenetic relationships based on the chloroplast
genome discordant with those based on the nuclear genome? Has
introgression contributed to observed cytonuclear discordance? Is
there evidence that selection has shaped the overall distribution
of chloroplast diversity in this system? We specifically focus on
the chloroplast genome because plant mitochondrial genomes are
comparatively unstable – frequently exhibiting genomic rearrangements, pseudogenes, and recombination that make them
less well suited for phylogenetic analysis (Knoop, 2004; Gualberto & Newton, 2017).

Materials and Methods
Sampling and DNA sequencing
The phylogenetic network presented by Baute et al. (2016) based
on > 4600 nuclear SNPs represents the most comprehensive taxonomic assessment of Helianthus sunflowers to date. Their study
found clear support for 10 annual sunflower species: Helianthus
annuus L. (absorbing Helianthus winteri J.C. Stebbins),
Helianthus petiolaris Nutt. (including H. petiolaris sub. petiolaris,
H. petiolaris sub. fallax and absorbing Helianthus neglectus
Heiser), Helianthus bolanderi A. Gray (absorbing Helianthus exilis
A. Gray; see also Owens et al., 2016), Helianthus argophyllus
Torr. & A. Gray, Helianthus debilis Nutt., Helianthus niveus
(Benth.) Brandegee, Helianthus praecox Engelm. & A. Gray, and
hybrid species, Helianthus paradoxus Heiser, Helianthus
deserticola Heiser, and Helianthus anomalus S.F. Blake. We used
129 of the samples from Baute et al. (2016) as well as an additional 41 samples (total n = 170 with 2–99 individuals per
species; Fig. 1; Supporting Information Table S1) in our survey
of chloroplast variation in annual sunflowers. Two perennial
species (one individual of Helianthus nuttallii Torr. & A. Gray
and four individuals of Helianthus maximiliani Schrad.) and one
individual of the more distantly related Phoebanthus grandiflora
Torr. & A. Gray were also included in our dataset as outgroups.
A genome-skimming approach (Straub et al., 2012), capturing
only high-copy regions of the genome, was used to sequence the
chloroplast genomes of all individuals. DNA was extracted from
fresh leaf tissue grown from seeds under glasshouse conditions
following the protocol of Bock et al. (2014b). Individually barcoded Illumina paired-end libraries (100 bp read length) were
sequenced on five lanes of an Illumina HiSeq 2000 at Genome
Quebec. Adaptor sequences were removed and reads trimmed
using TRIMMOMATIC (v.0.32; Bolger et al., 2014). Bases with a

Fig. 1 Location of wild annual sunflowers
(Helianthus) surveyed for whole chloroplast
genome variation. Species are represented by
different symbols. Individuals are coloured
according to chloroplast clade (orange, clade
I; blue, clade II).
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quality score < 3 were removed from the beginning and end of
each read, and a sliding window (size 4 bp) was used to clip reads
once the average quality was < 10. Only those reads over 36 bp in
length were retained. BWA-MEM (v.0.7.12-r1044; Li & Durbin,
2009) was then used to align reads to the published H. annuus
chloroplast (GenBank accession no. NC_007977.1; Timme
et al., 2009) and mitochondrial genomes (Grassa et al., 2016; the
latter was included to avoid misalignment of mitochondrial pseudogenes of chloroplast origin). Majority consensus sequences
were called for the sunflower chloroplast genome using FERMIKIT
(v.htslib lite-r254, htsbox r301; Li, 2015), dropping alleles with a
depth of less than five reads (to further avoid misalignment
errors). The presence of the chloroplast inverted repeat was confirmed by inspection of depth-of-coverage plots against reference
genomes that included and omitted the duplicate repeat copy
(Turner & Grassa, 2014).
Phylogenic relationships and cytonuclear discordance
Our first goal was to assess the extent of cytonuclear discordance
in annual sunflowers by comparing phylogenetic relationships
based on the chloroplast data to the hypothesized species tree
based on nuclear data. To generate a posterior distribution of
bifurcating the species trees (along with divergence times and an
estimate of h for use in subsequent analyses; see the section on
Introgression below), we used a subset of the SNP data from
Baute et al. (2016) and the coalescent model of SNAPP (Bryant
et al., 2012). For computational efficiency, 43 representative samples from Baute et al. (2016) were included using their phylogenetic network to guide sample selection. These samples harbored
1015 variable nuclear loci (out of 4645 loci screened; Baute et al.,
2016) and included nine outgroup individuals. Hybrid species
were excluded from the analysis. We provided SNAPP with a starting tree topology that constrained the monophyly of H. annuus,
H. argophyllus, H. bolanderi/exilis, and of H. petiolaris, Helianthus
debillis, H. praecox, H. neglectus and H. niveus, as well as that of
the perennials included in that dataset H. nuttallii, Helianthus
grosseserratus, H. maximiliani and Helianthus giganteus (Moody
& Rieseberg, 2012; Stephens et al., 2015; Baute et al., 2016). A
uniform prior of 1.5 to 2.1 Ma on the divergence time between
annual and perennial sunflowers was specified based on the
results of Sambatti et al. (2012). SNAPP was run with four chains
of 500 000 generations each (sampled every 250 generations).
We discarded 20% of trees from each chain as burn-in and
checked for convergence of all parameters using TRACER 1.6.0
(Rambaut et al., 2014; available from http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/sof
tware/tracer/). The consensus of trees generated by SNAPP
provided an estimate of the overall topology of the species tree.
The relationships amongst chloroplast genomes were assessed
using maximum likelihood in RAXML (v.8.2.10; Stamatakis,
2014) on the CIPRES Science Gateway v.3.3 (https://www.phylo.
org). Multiple sequence alignments were generated for the
chloroplast data using MUSCLE (v.3.8.31; Edgar, 2004). RAXML
was run on all chloroplast genomes (including the outgroup taxa)
using the GTRGAMMA model of sequence evolution with
P. grandiflora specifically designated as an outgroup. Identical
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haplotypes and columns with only ambiguous bases were
removed before the analysis. Branch support for the best-scoring
maximum likelihood tree was assessed using a rapid bootstrap
analysis with 100 bootstrap replicates. We used the nuc.div function from the PEGAS package (Paradis, 2010) in R (v.3.3; R Development Core Team, 2016) to calculate the average nucleotide
diversity per site (Nei, 1987) within and among major chloroplast clades. Custom R scripts were also used to look for variation
in the dataset, including nonsynonymous amino acid substitutions.
Overall discordance between the topologies of the (consensus)
species tree and the chloroplast phylogeny (excluding the hybrid
species) was evaluated using the Swofford–Olsen–Waddell–Hillis
(SOWH) test as implemented in SOWHAT (v.0.36; Church et al.,
2015). Individuals that were not included in the SNAPP analysis
were manually added to the appropriate clade in the Newick formatted species tree file using the original assignments from Baute
et al. (2016). Twenty-five individuals (1 H. bolanderi/exilis; 13
H. petiolaris, 6 H. neglectus and 5 H. niveus) were not included in
Baute et al. (2016). These were assigned to species based on morphology (and have been verified elsewhere using other nuclear
markers, J. Lee-Yaw unpublished). Using this expanded species
tree as a constraint tree and the GTRGAMMA model of sequence
evolution, we compared the difference in constrained and unconstrained maximum likelihood scores for the chloroplast data to a
null distribution of differences based on 500 simulated datasets
(see Church et al., 2015 for details). An observed difference that
falls outside the 95th percentile of simulated differences provides
support for significant incongruence between topographies.
Introgression vs incomplete lineage sorting as an
explanation for cytonuclear discordance
Both lineage sorting and introgression can result in distantly
related individuals carrying related haplotypes. However, whereas
the divergence time of related (incongruent) haplotypes under
lineage sorting is older than the divergence of the species in question, this is not necessarily the case for related haplotypes shared
via introgression. Thus, the genetic distance between related
sequences found in different species is expected to be smaller
under some introgression events than under incomplete lineage
sorting (Joly et al., 2009). We took advantage of this principle,
using simulated data to test whether observed cytonuclear discordance in sunflowers is better explained by lineage sorting or introgression.
We used the program JML (Joly, 2012) to simulate chloroplast
evolution and determine the expected distribution of chloroplast
sequence divergence between species under lineage sorting alone.
This analysis takes a posterior distribution of species trees with
divergence times and effective population sizes and, for each
species tree, simulates a gene tree (in the absence of gene flow)
and chloroplast genome sequences based on a user-specified relative mutation rate and substitution model. The resulting distribution accounts for both phylogenetic uncertainty and stochasticity
in the substitution process and provides a baseline of divergence
under lineage sorting against which to compare observed levels of
New Phytologist (2018)
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sequence divergence. We used the posterior distribution of
species trees estimated from the SNAPP analysis (see earlier) as
input into JML. The relative chloroplast to nuclear mutation rate
(locusrate) was estimated to be 0.0039 based on the slope of the
relationship between pairwise SNP distance and pairwise chloroplast sequence divergence. The GTR + I + G substitution model
(i.e. the closest model to that selected by JMODELTEST: Darriba
et al., 2012) was used to simulate sequences. Because chloroplasts
are maternally inherited in annual sunflowers (Rieseberg et al.,
1994) and have half the effective population size of the nuclear
genome (i.e. being hermaphrodites; Wright et al., 2008), we set
the heredityscaler in JML to 0.5. For computational efficiency, a
total of 63 annual chloroplast genomes were simulated (21
H. annuus, 5 H. argophyllus, 3 H. bolanderi/exilis, 5 H. debillis, 8
H. neglectus, 2 H. niveus, 15 H. petiolaris and 4 H. praecox). The
number of sequences simulated per species was determined using
TREETRIMMER v.130413 (Maruyma et al., 2013) to thin the original chloroplast phylogeny (see Fig. S1) to a representative set of
63 individuals (see Methods S1; Fig. S2a).
We compared observed chloroplast sequence distances with
the distribution of distances obtained in our simulated datasets to
ask whether values were significantly lower than expectations
under lineage sorting. To minimize the number of statistical tests
performed, we focused only on species and individuals demonstrating cytonuclear discordance. At the species level, we specifically asked whether species changing position in the chloroplast
phylogeny relative to the nuclear phylogeny had significantly
lower levels of pairwise chloroplast sequence divergence with
other species with related chloroplast genomes than simulated
sequences did. At the individual level, we asked whether individuals grouping outside of their species in the chloroplast phylogeny had significantly lower levels of sequence divergence with
individuals from other species in the chloroplast clade in which
they were found.
Molecular signatures of selection on the chloroplast
genome
Several tests exist to look for a molecular signature of selection on
genes. These tests generally require a modest to high amount of
sequence variation between taxa. Chloroplast variation in our
dataset was limited (Tables 1, S2), and thus we restricted tests of
selection to the 18 single-copy chloroplast genes that had at least
10 variable sites across the dataset and/or that demonstrated fixed
nonsynonymous changes between the main chloroplast clades
(the latter being particularly relevant to questions about selection;
Table 1). Although low levels of variation may limit the power of
any given test to detect selection in our dataset, consideration of
results from different tests may shed light on the potential for
selection to be acting on the chloroplast genome overall.
We first tested each of the main chloroplast clades for deviations from neutral evolution using Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989)
and Fu’s Fs (Fu, 1997). Although these tests cannot distinguish
between selection and a history of population bottlenecks and
expansion, significant negative values of these statistics indicate
a departure from neutral evolution (i.e. mutation-drift
New Phytologist (2018)
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equilibrium). Test statistics were calculated separately for each
gene under consideration using ARLEQUIN v.3.5.2.2 (Excoffier
et al., 2005) and compared with 5000 simulated samples to test
for significance. P-values were adjusted to account for multiple
testing using the method of Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) as
implemented by the p.adjust function in R.
To specifically test for positive selection, we used the McDonald–Kreitman test (MKT; McDonald & Kreitman, 1991). This
test involves calculating a neutrality index (NI) by dividing the
ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphisms within a
focal group to the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions between this group and an outgroup. Positive selection
is inferred when NI < 1. We conducted MKTs for the selected
genes separately and for all chloroplast genes combined. Three
sets of tests were run: one considering all annual sunflowers as the
ingroup, and two considering individuals from each of the major
chloroplast clades as the ingroup in turn. In all cases,
P. grandiflora was used as the outgroup. MKTs were run using
the POPGENOME package in R (Pfeifer et al., 2014), which uses
Fisher’s exact tests to assess the statistical significance of NI. The
direction of selection (DoS; Stoletzki & Eyre-Walker, 2011) was
also calculated to account for potential bias arising from sparse
data, with positive selection inferred when DoS is positive.
Both the neutrality tests and MKT rely on counts of observed
changes in a sequence dataset. Codon-based methods that use
maximum likelihood to estimate the ratio of nonsynonymous to
synonymous substitutions (x) across a phylogeny are an alternative approach for evaluating selection on genes, with positive
selection inferred when x > 1. We used the branch models
(Nielsen & Yang, 1998; Yang, 1998) in PAML v.4.9 (Yang, 2007)
to estimate x and test (a) whether this value differed from 1 (neutral evolution); (b) whether a model of different values of x for
the main chloroplast groups in the phylogeny performs better
than a model with a single, global x; and (c) whether there was a
burst of positive selection during divergence of the main chloroplast clades (e.g. elevated x on internal branches separating
groups). The discrete and continuous-site models of PAML were
additionally used to test whether specific sites have been affected
by positive selection (Nielsen & Yang, 1998; Yang et al., 2000;
2005). As a second codon-based approach for detecting positive
selection, we used the mixed-effects model of evolution (MEME)
in HYPHY (Pond et al., 2005). MEME allows x to vary across
codons as well as branches and is useful for identifying sites that
have been subject to episodic selection. HYPHY was run with the
universal genetic code using the GTR model of nucleotide substitution with the MG94 codon substitution model. Both PAML and
HYPHY were run on the selected subset of genes using the thinned
chloroplast phylogeny (see Methods S1; Fig. S2b). Custom R
scripts and DENDROCYPHER (available at https://bitbucket.org/
EvoWorks/dendrocypher) were used to prepare input sequence
files and to label branches on the tree for the PAML analyses.
Finally, we evaluated whether observed amino acid substitutions between the main chloroplast groups are expected to impact
protein function. We estimated the severity of functional change
for each fixed amino acid substitution between clades using
PROVEAN (Choi & Chan, 2015; webtool available at http://provea
Ó 2018 The Authors
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Table 1 Genetic variation in select chloroplast genes of annual sunflowers (genus Helianthus) and results from molecular tests of selection at the clade and
gene level*
Diversity

Gene
atpB
Clade I
Clade II
ycf1
Clade I
Clade II
ndhH
Clade I
Clade II
ndhD
Clade I
Clade II
ndhF
Clade I
Clade II
ccsA
Clade I
Clade II
matK
Clade I
Clade II
rpoC1
Clade I
Clade II
rpoB
Clade I
Clade II
accD
Clade I
Clade II
psbC
Clade I
Clade II
rpoA
Clade I
Clade II
psaA
Clade I
Clade II
psaB
Clade I
Clade II
rps4
Clade I
Clade II
rbcL
Clade I
Clade II
petA
Clade I
Clade II
rpoC2
Clade I
Clade II

No. of fixed
differences
between
clades
1

5

1

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

Neutrality tests
No. of
polymorphic
sites across
full dataset

Tajima’s
D

Fu’s Fs

9
1.57
1.47

4.10
3.35

1.98
2.24

18.36
25.15

1.29
1.66

3.62
5.84

1.52
1.79

6.00
5.47

1.94
2.24

8.45
12.31

1.95
1.55

5.25
1.87

1.48
2.31

7.41
17.05

1.61
2.15

4.94
12.66

1.02
1.88

8.70
5.93

1.94
1.70

1.32
0.26

1.43
1.43

6.46
5.33

1.58
2.03

3.95
8.81

2.00
1.76

6.64
7.02

1.29
1.55

4.04
4.97

1.48
2.00

4.03
10.55

1.55
1.23

5.20
3.01

1.37
1.40

3.92
2.28

1.89
2.06

16.81
18.17

105

11

15

29

8

28

22

20

17

16

14

13

12

12

11

10

55

MKT†

PAML branch tests

NI

DoS

Global x

H0:
likelihood
(x = 1)

H1:
likelihood
(x 6¼ 1)

H2:
likelihood
(diff x)

H3: likelihood
(x > 1 internal
branch)

na
1
na
0.65
0.50
0.26
na
0.2
na
na
na
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.00
1.17
na
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
na
na
na
0.00
0.00
0.00
na
na
na
na
na
na
0.00
0.00
0.00
na
na
na
na
na
na
0.01
0.04
0.00
na
na
na
2.23
4.07
2.00

na
0
na
0.08
0.12
0.21
na
0.33
na
na
na
0.83
0.53
0.27
0.46
0.00
na
0.33
0.29
0.25
0.31
0.68
0.82
0.55
na
na
na
0.53
0.56
0.50
na
na
na
na
na
na
0.50
0.50
0.50
na
na
na
na
na
na
0.82
0.68
0.90
na
na
na
0.19
0.33
0.17

0.08

2064.11

2057.11

2055.25

2055.25

0.51

7144.71

7142.61

7142.07

7142.83

0.33

1612.21

1611.06

1610.30

1610.30

0.06

2064.55

2056.15

2055.86

2055.46

0.15

3052.84

3044.37

3043.28

3044.33

0.31

1320.85

1319.50

1318.86

1318.86

0.40

2087.05

2085.86

2085.73

2085.86

0.07

2824.58

2818.36

2817.68

2818.36

0.08

4314.96

4306.26

4305.98

4306.26

0.21

1988.05

1984.89

1984.89

1984.89

0.00

1964.13

1951.64

1951.64

1951.64

0.55

1386.21

1385.90

1384.80

1384.80

0.00

3084.11

3073.98

3073.98

3073.98

0.00

2976.36

2966.38

2966.38

2966.38

0.00

858.81

848.40

848.40

848.40

0.00

1990.83

1980.65

1980.65

1980.65

0.38

1350.40

1349.45

1348.81

1349.45

0.22

5816.78

5805.67

5805.25

5805.12

*
Significant values are in bold and for the PAML tests are based on likelihood ratio tests as follows: H1 compared with H0; H2 compared with H1; H3
compared with H1.
†
MKT, McDonald–Kreitman tests with Phoebanthus grandiflora as the outgroup; NI, neutrality index; DoS, direction of selection; na, the NI was infinite or undefined.
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n.jcvi.org/index.php). PROVEAN identifies the 30 sets of homologous sequences with most similarity to our target sequence (75%
global sequence identity or higher) from the NCBI database and
then scores the amino acid substitutions in our data based on the
relative frequency with which those substitutions occur in the
retrieved set of homologous sequences. Here, the expectation is
that relatively rare substitutions may be rare because of their effects
on protein function. The default threshold score of 2.5 (Choi &
Chan, 2015) was used to identify such substitutions. P. grandiflora
was used as the ancestral sequence in these tests. For the same set
of genes, we also conducted property-informed models of evolution (PRIME) analyses in HYPHY (based on the thinned dataset
described earlier). PRIME is useful for determining whether nonsynonymous substitutions are likely to change protein function, taking
into account not only the biochemical properties of a given amino
acid change, but also variation in the importance of these properties across sites within a protein. For this analysis, we considered
the five empirically measured amino acid properties of Conant
et al. (2007), as well as the five composite properties described by
Atchley et al. (2005).

Results
Chloroplast genome recovery
Data from this study are available on Figshare (doi: 10.6084/
m9.figshare.6741755). The reference chloroplast genome based
on H. annuus is 151 104 bp and contains 81 unique genes
(Timme et al., 2009). Our reference-guided alignment approach
recovered a minimum of 151 094 bp (99.9%) of the chloroplast
genome for each individual in the present study at an average
depth of coverage of 989. All genomes in our dataset represented
a unique chloroplast haplotype.
Phylogenetic relationships and cytonuclear discordance
The annual sunflower species tree revealed by the SNP data
agreed with previously published taxonomic reports for the system (Timme et al., 2007; Moody & Rieseberg, 2012; Stephens
et al., 2015; Fig. 2). Divergence times between the two main
groups of annual sunflowers ranged from c. 1.5 to 2.2 Ma
(Fig. 2). The mean estimate of h was 0.065 (SD = 0.0025),
resulting in a mean effective population size estimate of 391 150
(SD = 43 099).
Maximum likelihood revealed the presence of two wellsupported chloroplast groups within annual sunflowers (Fig. 2).
Individuals from each species generally grouped together in the
phylogeny (albeit in paraphyletic groups), with clade I containing
H. bolanderi/exilis, H. deserticola, H. niveus, H. petiolaris subsp.
fallax and H. neglectus and clade II containing H. annuus,
H. anomalus, H. argophyllus, H. debillis, H. paradoxus, H. praecox,
and H. petiolaris subsp. petiolaris. Chloroplast divergence within
each of the two main clades was low, with nucleotide diversity
per site p equal to 0.000 59 for clade I and 0.000 26 for clade II.
Average pairwise sequence diversity between the two main
chloroplast clades was 0.0010. There were 44 fixed differences
New Phytologist (2018)
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between the two clades, including 10 amino acid substitutions
(Table 2), with no fixed differences in any of the chloroplast
transfer RNAs or ribosomal RNAs.
Clear and significant differences were observed in the relationships among species in the chloroplast vs species tree (Fig. 2; in
the SOWH test the loge L of the constrained chloroplast tree was
236 635.15, and loge L of the unconstrained chloroplast tree
was 228 792.26, P < 0.002). In addition to discordance in the
relationships among species, we observed discordance at the individual level, with 13 individuals (seven H. annuus, three members
of the H. petiolaris group, one H. argophyllus, one H. debilis, and
one H. praecox) having chloroplast types that differed from the
majority of individuals in the same species (Table S1; Fig. 1). All
but two of these cases involved individuals expected to have
clade II cytotypes but having clade I cytotypes.
Chloroplast introgression explains much of the discordance
Species with different positions in the chloroplast phylogeny relative to the species tree are expected to demonstrate relatively low
levels of sequence divergence with species in the same chloroplast
clade if introgression explains the discordance. This was the case
for three of the four discordant species (H. petiolaris sub.
petiolaris, H. debilis, and H. praecox). Only levels of divergence
between H. bolanderi/exilis and the species it grouped with in the
chloroplast phylogeny (H. petiolaris sub. fallax, H. neglectus and
H. niveus; Fig. 2) were no more similar than expected based on
lineage sorting alone.
At the individual level, eight of the 13 individuals demonstrating mismatched chloroplast and nuclear genotypes had lower
levels of chloroplast sequence divergence with individuals from
other species than expected based on lineage sorting alone. As
expected if introgression is driving patterns of discordance, all
significant pairwise comparisons for these eight discordant individuals involved individuals with the opposite chloroplast type to
that of the species to which the mismatched individual belonged.
The five discordant individuals for which levels of chloroplast
sequence divergence were not inconsistent with incomplete lineage sorting belonged to four different species and were found in
different parts of the USA.
Mixed evidence for positive selection on the chloroplast
genome
Evidence for positive selection on the sunflower chloroplast
genome varied across tests, genes, and taxonomic scale. Consistent with a departure from neutral evolution at the clade level,
Tajima’s D was negative for all 18 single-copy genes with segregating variation, although significance varied across tests
(Table 1). Fu’s Fs was also negative in all but one test (accD in
clade II), with more of these results being significant after correcting for multiple tests (Table 1).
MKTs comparing chloroplast variation for all annual sunflowers with P. grandiflora were marginally significant when all genes
were considered together (NI = 0.55, P = 0.056; DoS = 0.148).
Consistent with positive selection, the ratio of nonsynonymous
Ó 2018 The Authors
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Fig. 2 Cytonuclear discordance in annual sunflowers (Helianthus). The density plot on the left shows the posterior distribution of trees generated by SNAPP
based on 43 individuals and 1016 nuclear single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the dataset of Baute et al. (2016). The chloroplast tree on the right
is a collapsed version of the maximum likelihood tree generated in RAXML (see Supporting Information Fig. S1). Orange and blue colouring indicate the
two main chloroplast clades and correspond to the colours used in Fig. 1. Stars above branches denote groups with > 95% bootstrap support. The
outgroups used were Helianthus nuttallii, Helianthu maximiliani and Phoebanthus grandiflora. Cytonuclear discordance in terms of the relationships
among species and among individuals within species is illustrated by crossing dashed lines between the trees.

to synonymous variation within each clade was also lower than
the ratio between either clade and P. grandiflora, although results
were only significant for clade II (clade I: NI = 0.81, P = 0.50;
DoS = 0.053; clade II: NI = 0.46, P = 0.0093; DoS = 0.19). Positive DoS values were also consistent with positive selection. Insufficient variation in the sequence data for individual genes resulted
in neutrality indices that were infinite or undefined in several
cases (Table 1). Most of the remaining tests yielded NI values
that were not significantly different from one (Table 1). However, NI values for rbcL were significantly < 1, both for all individuals (NI = 0.010, P = 0.000 29) and for each clade considered
separately (clade I: NI = 0.037, P = 0.013; clade II: NI = 0,
P = 0.0050). DoS values for this gene were also positive.
Branch tests in PAML indicated that most chloroplast genes
tested have evolved in a neutral (x = 1) or nearly neutral (e.g. via
purifying selection, x < 1) fashion (Table 1). Models of separate
x values for the two main chloroplast clades did not do better
than a single value of x, and there was no indication of an initial
burst of positive selection (x > 1) along the internal branch
Ó 2018 The Authors
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leading to the two groups based on the genes tested (Table 1). To
test whether individual amino acids may have been subject to
positive selection, we used the site models in PAML and the
mixed-effects branch-site model (MEME) in HYPHY. Although the
PAML site models resulted in estimates of x > 1 for several sites
(e.g. Table 2), likelihood ratio tests comparing these results with
models of neutral or nearly neutral evolution were not significant
for most of the genes examined. However, both the discrete and
continuous analyses in PAML suggested that sites within the gene
ycf1 have been subject to positive selection (Table 2). No sites
were found to have been subjected to positive (episodic) selection
based on the HYPHY analyses.
Of the 10 amino acid differences between clades, five represented changes in clade I and five represented changes in clade II
relative to the ancestral state found in P. grandiflora (Table 2).
PROVEAN scores ranged from 4.91 to +4.02. Most amino acid
substitutions were predicted to be of little functional consequence. However, the change from phenylalanine to valine in
clade II at position 640 in the ndhF gene (score 4.91) was well
New Phytologist (2018)
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Table 2 Fixed amino acid differences between the two major chloroplast clades in wild annual sunflowers (genus Helianthus) and results from tests of
selection on these genes and sites
Amino acids*

Gene

Codon
position

PAML†

HYPHY

Clade I

Clade II

M2a (x)

M8 (x)

MEME (P)

atpB

468

S

G

1.65

1.47

0.51

ycf1

978

R

T

3.99

1.50

0.39

ycf1

994

K

T

3.43

1.50

0.88

ycf1

1340

D

Y

3.50

1.50

0.70

ycf1

1358

S

P

3.85

1.50

0.83

ycf1

1466

L

I

4.11

1.49

0.28

ndhH

298

A

V

1.88

1.48

0.61

ndhD

296

P

L

1.67

1.47

0.37

ndhF

640

F

V

1.63

1.49

0.55

ccsA

30

F

L

2.94

1.48

0.45

PROVEAN
PRIME
Property with the most extreme
change (weight/P)‡
Chemical composition (2.36, 1);
volume (1.84, 1)
Iso-electric point (3.04, 1);
polarity index (8.04, 1)
Polarity (3.04, 1); refractivity/
heat capacity (3.16, 1)
Polarity (6.72, 1); volume
(2.00, 1)
Chemical composition (6.16, 1);
polarity index (-8.84, 1)
Polarity (15.38, 1); volume
(5.66, 1)
Polarity (1.31, 1); polarity index
(1.12, 0.91)
Volume (3.68, 1); refractivity/
heat capacity (8.99, 1)
Iso-electric point (4.60, 1);
refractivity/heat capacity (4.98,
0.65)
Iso-electric point (20.00, 1);
volume (1.25, 1)

Prediction
Neutral
Changing
function
Neutral

Score
0.336
2.557
1.855

Neutral

1.498

Neutral

0.089

Neutral

1.720

Neutral

1.141

Neutral

4.021

Changing function

4.915

Neutral

2.090

*Ancestral state in Pheobanthus is in bold.
†
Posterior mean values of x for each site from the discrete (M2a) and continuous (M8) site tests in PAML are listed; significant inferences are in bold and pertain to cases where likelihood ratio tests for the gene in question are significant when comparing with models with no positive selection (x < 1) and where
the posterior probability of x > 1 was > 0.95.
‡
Conant et al. (2007) properties listed first; Atchley et al. (2005) properties listed second.

below the default cutoff score of 2.5 (and also below the more
stringent threshold of 4.1) used to predict functional effects in
PROVEAN. The change from threonine to arginine in clade I at
position 978 in the ycf1 gene was also just below the default
threshold (score 2.56). None of the fixed nonsynonymous differences between clades were predicted to significantly alter the
biochemical properties of the gene based on the PRIME analyses
conducted in HYPHY (Table 2).

Discussion
We evaluated cytonuclear discordance and the influence of gene
flow and selection on the distribution of organellar variation in
wild annual sunflowers. Our phylogenetic analyses revealed
widespread cytonuclear discordance in this group, both in terms
of relationships among species and among individuals within
species. Levels of sequence divergence among related chloroplast
genomes were often inconsistent with incomplete lineage sorting, suggesting that introgression explains much of the cytonuclear discordance observed. Our results further suggest that
selection may have played a role in shaping organellar variation
in this system and highlight specific genes and sites that warrant
additional consideration for their role in shaping individual
performance.
New Phytologist (2018)
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Widespread cytonuclear discordance is largely explained by
organellar introgression
Results from our simulation-based tests suggest that cytonuclear
discordance in annual sunflowers reflects a history of hybridization and cytoplasmic introgression. Apart from our simulations,
overall levels of sequence divergence between the two main
chloroplast groups revealed in our phylogenetic analyses are consistent with this interpretation. Based on rates of chloroplast substitution used elsewhere (0.3–0.16%; Rieseberg et al., 1991a;
Schilling, 1997) and branch lengths in the current chloroplast
tree, divergence between the two main annual sunflower chloroplast clades is estimated to have occurred between 46 750 and
250 000 yr ago. Although more formal analysis of the timing of
this split would be useful, these estimates are magnitudes lower
than the 1–2 Myr that separate many of the annual sunflower
species (Sambatti et al., 2012; also verified in the SNAPP analysis
here), thus indicating that chloroplast divergence occurred after
speciation and was followed by the movement of cytotypes
between species via hybridization (with full chloroplast capture
explaining species-level discordance).
At the same time, a few cases of cytonuclear discordance were
not readily explained by introgression based on our tests. For
instance, sequence divergence between the putatively introgressed
Ó 2018 The Authors
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H. bolanderi/exilis chloroplast genome and the chloroplast
genomes of H. petiolaris (subsp. fallax and H. neglectus) and
H. niveus to which it is related in the chloroplast phylogeny were
not inconsistent with incomplete lineage sorting. Likewise, a signature of introgression was not detected at the individual level
for five individuals with discordant cytotypes. These results may
reflect the limited power of these tests when sequence variation is
low (Joly et al., 2009). We also note that it is inherently
difficult to detect some hybridization events, especially older ones
(as may be the case for H. bolanderi/exilis), if related
sequences have had time to diverge. Regardless of whether all of
the discordance in this system arises from gene flow, our results
suggest that introgression has shaped at least some of the patterns
observed.
These results add to the growing number of studies that have
formally evaluated the role of introgression in generating phylogenetic incongruence between plant nuclear and organellar
genomes (e.g. Winkler et al., 2013; Folk et al., 2017; Garcıa
et al., 2017; Morales-Briones et al., 2018; Gernandt et al., 2018).
What has emerged is the robust detection of cytoplasmic introgression in diverse taxa representing both angiosperms and gymnosperms. Both ancient and recent hybridization seem to
contribute to cytonuclear discordance in many systems (Folk
et al., 2017; Morales-Briones et al., 2018), with the sunflowers
demonstrating the potential for cytoplasmic introgression to be
ongoing in species that are broadly sympatric with many opportunities to hybridize. Why organellar genomes frequently disregard species’ boundaries, whether they do so more than other
genes (e.g. Folk et al., 2018), and the processes governing the spatial extent of organellar capture remain to be understood.
Has positive selection shaped broad-scale patterns of
chloroplast variation?
We found mixed support for a role of selection in shaping
chloroplast variation in annual sunflowers. On the one hand,
most tests of molecular evolution failed to reject neutral evolution
(or purifying selection). Furthermore, there were no fixed differences in regulatory transfer RNAs or ribosomal DNAs between
clades, and most of the fixed amino acid substitutions between
the two main chloroplast types were predicted to be of little functional consequence. Thus, our results do not clearly refute neutral
(or nearly neutral) evolution of the chloroplast genome in annual
sunflowers. Organellar introgression, in turn, may simply reflect
drift and/or various demographic processes following hybridization. For instance, maternally inherited organellar genomes are
expected to demonstrate lower levels of gene flow than nuclear
alleles in this system owing to pollen-mediated dispersal.
Hybridization in such cases may lead to local organellar genomes
rapidly becoming fixed in an invading lineage (in contrast to local
nuclear alleles, which are more likely to be swamped out by
recurrent male-based gene flow from the invading lineage; e.g.
Currat et al., 2008).
At the same time, a signature of positive selection was detected
at the clade level in the MKT involving clade II. It is thus possible that selection has contributed to organellar introgression in
Ó 2018 The Authors
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this system. Two hypotheses are potentially relevant here. First,
small effective population sizes and a lack of recombination make
most organellar genomes prone to the accumulation of deleterious mutations. In such cases, selection may favour the replacement of the most mutationally loaded chloroplast genomes
following hybridization (reviewed by Sloan et al., 2017). Alternatively, there may be environmentally mediated differences in the
performance of different chloroplast types. For instance, Sambatti et al. (2008) found that cytoplasmic genes are involved in
local adaptation to xeric and mesic conditions in parts of the sunflower range. Consistent with these results, we note that clade I
genomes tend to be found in drier parts of the range (i.e. the
southwest) than clade II genomes are. Adaptive introgression of
different organellar genomes according to these environments
may thus explain some of the cytonuclear discordance observed
in this system. Further evaluation of the association between
cytotype and environment in areas of sympatry and direct tests of
the fitness of specific organellar genomes under different conditions are needed to fully test this hypothesis.
That selection may be acting on organellar variation raises questions as to which genes may be involved. Although no gene
demonstrated patterns consistent with selection across all tests, we
note that a significant signature of positive selection was found for
rbcL in our MKTs. The site tests in PAML also provided some evidence of selection on the five fixed amino acid changes in ycf1 that
distinguish the two annual sunflower chloroplast clades. One of
these substitutions (a change from threonine to arginine at codon
978 in clade I) was also just below the default cutoff of significance in the PROVEAN analysis, indicating that it might substantially impact protein function (although it is unclear how the
default thresholds used by this program to detect functional variants perform in different systems). Both rbcL and ycf1 are essential
genes. rbcL encodes the large subunit of ribulose-bisphosphate
carboxylase/oxygenase, which is involved in carbon fixation. ycf1
is essential for cell survival (although the specific function of this
gene is unclear; Drescher et al., 2000). Both genes have also been
implicated in selection in other systems (rbcL: Iida et al., 2009;
Liu et al., 2012; ycf1: Huang et al., 2014). The functional consequences of mutations in these genes thus warrant further investigation in this and other plant systems.
Additional considerations and future directions
In addition to the potential effects of selection on the chloroplast
genome, it is possible for the patterns of cytonuclear discordance
observed here to have been influenced by selection on coinherited mitochondrial genes (or other cytoplasmic genes).
Although hitchhiking may be expected to result in a corresponding signature of selection on the chloroplast genome, differences
in mutations rates (Drouin et al., 2008) may make it difficult to
detect this effect in the molecular tests used here. Cytonuclear
interactions may also be important to consider. For instance,
many plants (including sunflowers) demonstrate cytoplasmic
male sterility, whereby individuals with a mismatch between
mitochondrial variants that cause sterility in males and nuclear
restorer alleles suffer reduced male function (Chase, 2006).
New Phytologist (2018)
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Cytonuclear hybrids that allocate more resources to female fitness
as a result of cytoplasmic male sterility may have a fitness advantage over individuals with native cytonuclear genotypes in terms
of seed production, resulting in introgression of the male sterility
factor and any cytoplasmic elements that are co-transmitted with
it (Tsitrone et al., 2003). Other types of cytonuclear interactions
involving both the plastid and mitochondrial genome may limit
the extent to which organellar introgression occurs (see examples
in Burton et al., 2013); although co-introgression of coevolved
nuclear alleles may alleviate some of these effects (Sloan et al.,
2017). Consideration of selection on both the mitochondria and
on nuclear-encoded organellar proteins is thus necessary to fully
evaluate the role of selection in shaping the patterns observed
presently.
At the same time, existing molecular methods for detecting
selection have several limitations. As noted earlier, these tests have
limited power when sequence variation is low (e.g. Anisimova
et al., 2001, 2002) – a problem of particular concern for studies
involving closely related taxa, for which adaptive introgression of
organellar genomes may be most relevant (Sloan et al., 2017).
These methods may also fail to detect positive selection in cases
where only one or a few sites are under selection (Bielawski &
Yang, 2005). Finally, most of these tests explicitly assume that
synonymous substitutions serve as the baseline against which to
measure selection and are not themselves subject to selection.
Recent evidence from experimental studies indicates that synonymous variation can contribute to fitness differences between individuals (e.g. Bailey et al., 2014) and thus warrant consideration
when thinking about selection. The development of molecular
tests that overcome some of these limitations would greatly
advance the field of molecular evolution. Even still, we emphasize
that fully evaluating the role of selection in shaping the distribution of different organellar genomes requires direct assays of the
effects of organellar variants on the fitness of individuals – both
in different genetic (nuclear) and ecological contexts.
Conclusions
Cytonuclear discordance is commonly observed in phylogenetic
studies (Rieseberg & Soltis, 1991; Funk & Omland, 2003;
Toews & Brelsford, 2012). Results for the annual sunflowers
demonstrate the potential for multiple introgression events to
lead to cytonuclear discordance at different scales of biological
organization (among species and among populations within
species). In addition to gene flow, our results indicate that selection may have shaped plastid variation. Annual sunflowers thus
add to a growing number of taxa (e.g. trees: Huang et al., 2014;
birds: Morales et al., 2015; fish: Consuegra et al., 2015; Harrisson
et al., 2016; mammals: Melo-Ferreira et al., 2014; Ben Slimen
et al., 2017) that violate traditional assumptions about the neutrality of organellar genomes and their utility in phylogenetic
analyses. Whole-genome sequencing coupled with new methods,
such as the simulation approaches employed here, make it
increasingly possible to examine the processes that lead to these
violations and to disentangle the relative importance of drift,
gene flow, and selection on organellar variation.
New Phytologist (2018)
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